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Abstract

One of the appealing areas of expertise research is devoted to measuring the effectiveness of training programs for novices. With
recent progress in eye tracking, gaze-based interaction systems recognize a user’s attention and can direct it accordingly. Moreover,
dynamic visualization of an expert gaze model facilitates novice training by guiding the gaze to relevant areas. In addition, the sys-
tem should be aware of realtime attention to remove an overlay that could occlude relevant information. We use an implementation
of subtle gaze direction (SGD) and the simplified scanpath of a dentist to train naive participants in finding anomalies in dental
radiographs. We were able to effectively direct user gaze to relevant image features without occluding the area when attention was
recognized. Additionally, participants reported that the intervention was helpful for image inspection. The results of the model
intervention show minimal improvements in anomaly detection, which is expected of naive subjects. We advocate that the system
has the potential to be highly effective for advanced students and trainees with a certain foundation of conceptual knowledge.
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1. Introduction

Pervasive eye tracking provides a rich source of input to systems regarding a user’s attention [6, 43]. As the
interpretation of attention is often open to debate, we restrict the current work’s definition to the visual attention
aspect, as measured by the gaze locations over time for a given stimuli. Thus, gaze aware systems can detect user
attention to certain areas at a given time and give customized support for the current task in a way that exploits
natural human behavior, e.g. scanning a scene [29, 45]. One area that has shown promising applicability of these
systems is intelligent tutoring systems. They cater to the user by offering adaptability and personalized feedback.
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Fig. 1: Gaze guiding through experts’ attention. AOIs are calculated from the heatmap. Then, the simplified transitional behavior becomes the order
of presentation.

Using students’ realtime gaze behavior to register attentional information has shown to successfully serve as input to
adapt training systems in online learning portals [44, 40, 3, 7]. More important, they can augment traditional teaching
approaches for effective visual inspection, by better breaking down complex imagery based on the realtime attentional
information [41, 31]. One field that can highly benefit from gaze-aware tutoring is medical image inspection.

Medical experts are accountable for a high degree of sensitivity and specificity in diagnoses, since proper patient
care is at stake. Visual search strategies can exemplify their perceptual expertise, where successful verification can
rely on the slightest changes in the image features [39, 26, 20, 25, 47, 21]. In diagnostic radiology, experts initially
perceive abnormalities faster and can also better discriminate what is irrelevant and what can indicate a pathology
compared to novices [26, 22, 48].

Training perceptual expertise in radiology is a key component in novice training. For radiograph images, di-
rected training in high volume has shown increased perceptual sensitivity in low-contrast target recognition [46]
and semantic target recognition [11]. However, this approach becomes comparable to traditional massed practice ap-
proaches that require time and numerous images. Research has drawn attention to using gaze models for students
or trainees [31, 30, 17, 16] to improve their perception to relevant features and thus streamline the learning process.
Though proficient performance can be obtained, it has also been stressed that conceptual knowledge accelerates proper
diagnostic interpretation [19, 12, 30].

Our work combines domains that have been previously running in parallel: Expert gaze modelling for learning
and user-attention awareness. We designed a framework for gaze guiding based on expert viewing behavior on dental
radiographs while recognizing a user’s real-time gaze. Our interests are two-fold, 1) whether we can effectively guide a
user’s gaze to relevant regions of an image without occluding any information and 2) whether expert gaze guiding can
improve perceptibility of anomaly features for non-experts. We present an exploratory evaluation of the intervention
design with naive participants and assess its efficacy by its ability to guide the gaze unobtrusively and from usability
feedback. Additionally, we look at detected anomaly features; however, we are aware that diagnostic performance
would be more appropriately evaluated with students and advanced trainees, who have a more appropriate skill set for
pathology interpretation.

2. Related Work

Gaze-based systems can offer an array of methods to visualize either a user’s gaze in realtime or a gaze guiding
model. Gaze contingency is visualizing a user’s gaze, e.g. spotlighting, unmasking or unblurring, etc. [15, 38, 37].
For example, [28] used a white ring to indicate expert dentists’ online gaze while viewing periapical (One tooth/
region of teeth) radiographs. Recognizing areas that were previously attended to and occluding them was shown
to reduce workload during target detection [41]. Conversely, [14] found no effect on target detection accuracy or
response time in a search task when users could see their own fixated or “yet to be fixated” regions overlayed in a
colored translucent grid form. Moreover, they conclude that their protocol assumes a target will be detected if it is
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Fig. 1: Gaze guiding through experts’ attention. AOIs are calculated from the heatmap. Then, the simplified transitional behavior becomes the order
of presentation.

Using students’ realtime gaze behavior to register attentional information has shown to successfully serve as input to
adapt training systems in online learning portals [44, 40, 3, 7]. More important, they can augment traditional teaching
approaches for effective visual inspection, by better breaking down complex imagery based on the realtime attentional
information [41, 31]. One field that can highly benefit from gaze-aware tutoring is medical image inspection.

Medical experts are accountable for a high degree of sensitivity and specificity in diagnoses, since proper patient
care is at stake. Visual search strategies can exemplify their perceptual expertise, where successful verification can
rely on the slightest changes in the image features [39, 26, 20, 25, 47, 21]. In diagnostic radiology, experts initially
perceive abnormalities faster and can also better discriminate what is irrelevant and what can indicate a pathology
compared to novices [26, 22, 48].

Training perceptual expertise in radiology is a key component in novice training. For radiograph images, di-
rected training in high volume has shown increased perceptual sensitivity in low-contrast target recognition [46]
and semantic target recognition [11]. However, this approach becomes comparable to traditional massed practice ap-
proaches that require time and numerous images. Research has drawn attention to using gaze models for students
or trainees [31, 30, 17, 16] to improve their perception to relevant features and thus streamline the learning process.
Though proficient performance can be obtained, it has also been stressed that conceptual knowledge accelerates proper
diagnostic interpretation [19, 12, 30].

Our work combines domains that have been previously running in parallel: Expert gaze modelling for learning
and user-attention awareness. We designed a framework for gaze guiding based on expert viewing behavior on dental
radiographs while recognizing a user’s real-time gaze. Our interests are two-fold, 1) whether we can effectively guide a
user’s gaze to relevant regions of an image without occluding any information and 2) whether expert gaze guiding can
improve perceptibility of anomaly features for non-experts. We present an exploratory evaluation of the intervention
design with naive participants and assess its efficacy by its ability to guide the gaze unobtrusively and from usability
feedback. Additionally, we look at detected anomaly features; however, we are aware that diagnostic performance
would be more appropriately evaluated with students and advanced trainees, who have a more appropriate skill set for
pathology interpretation.

2. Related Work

Gaze-based systems can offer an array of methods to visualize either a user’s gaze in realtime or a gaze guiding
model. Gaze contingency is visualizing a user’s gaze, e.g. spotlighting, unmasking or unblurring, etc. [15, 38, 37].
For example, [28] used a white ring to indicate expert dentists’ online gaze while viewing periapical (One tooth/
region of teeth) radiographs. Recognizing areas that were previously attended to and occluding them was shown
to reduce workload during target detection [41]. Conversely, [14] found no effect on target detection accuracy or
response time in a search task when users could see their own fixated or “yet to be fixated” regions overlayed in a
colored translucent grid form. Moreover, they conclude that their protocol assumes a target will be detected if it is
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Fig. 2: Illustration of feedback animation. When the gaze attention (red cross-hair) is not directed towards the AOI, it pops up as a semi-translucent
yellow circle (left image). When the gaze attention goes towards or is in the AOI, it presents the feedback as a translucent yellow ring (right image).

fixated on; it does not account for errors in target interpretation [14]. Regarding interpretation, tasks involving domain
expertise can lead to recognition or decision errors (e.g. false negatives), where novices were more prone to these
errors [34, 5, 1]. Concerning novice training, [42] found that blurring novice basketball players’ periphery improved
their decision making performance and that performance was even stable longitudinally. Specifically in medical image
inspection, [35] found that gaze contingent windows on a chest radiograph acted as a guide for foveal vision towards
inconspicuous nodules in the periphery, improving time to detection in experts. To our knowledge, gaze contingent
feedback in novice medical image inspection has yet to be investigated.

Illustrating an expert’s gaze as opaque yellow dots guided students to relevant features of the task [31]. Similarly,
blurring areas where experts did not attend guides students’ gaze without occluding relevant features [30]. Showing
an experts’ gaze dynamically as red dots coupled with think-aloud protocols was used for training both novice and
experts in radiograph interpretation [19]. However, these aforementioned systems passively display an expert model
and lack the user awareness and interaction.

Gaze-guiding systems that adapt to a user’s gaze online have also been shown to be effective [38, 18, 41]. However,
illustrating the user’s gaze or a region of interest in a salient fashion can lead to feature occlusion that could hinder
decision making in certain detection tasks. In order to not occlude potentially relevant regions, [2] proposed subtle
gaze direction (SGD). It guides gaze during visual search by manipulating either the luminance or color and present
it in the subject’s periphery. When a saccade is detected towards the area of interest, the masking is removed [2].
Similarly, SGD with flickering in the periphery has been successful in gaze-guiding [49].

We employ a version of the SGD using areas of expert attention when examining panoramic dental radiographs
(OPTs). We chose expert attentional areas because efficient anomaly detection is apparent in their search strategies.
Among experts, scanpath variability can be high as they tend to employ their own “short cuts” [33, 32, 36] However, it
has been found that relativity similar scanpaths can indicate correct medical image interpretation [13]. Therefore, our
model is an expert’s scanpath with respect to areas of attention of theirself and another highly similar expert scanpath.
We present our SGD implementation with this expert model to non-experts.

3. Methods

Participants. We recruited 27 (20 male,Mage = 28.4) participants. Their backgrounds were mainly computer science
(13). However, one was a medical assistant and another was a paleo-anthropologist. Both had more experience with
general human anatomy and some radiology, though not specifically dentistry. 11 participants wore glasses during the
experiment.

Experimental Paradigm. Prior to the experiment, all participants were debriefed regarding eye-tracking and the gen-
eral protocol and signed a consent form. At the end, they were asked to fill out a brief questionnaire regarding the task
difficulty, the gaze feedback, usability etc.

A five-point calibration with four point validation was performed for each subject at the beginning and in the
middle of the experiment after a short pause. We followed the same experimental paradigm that can be found in [8].
Participants saw ten panoramic dental radiographs (OPTs). Each OPT was presented twice subsequently: First for
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90 seconds, where they were instructed to inspect the image and then again where they could mark any areas they
perceived as an anomaly. For each participant, we randomly determined which five OPTs would show the gaze-
guiding; the other OPTs provided no feedback. This way we could compare within-subjects, whether the feedback
had an effect. The second presentation of the OPTs had unlimited time for participants to mark detected anomalies at
their own pace. A chin rest was used to assure stable gaze signal.

Expert Ground Truths. The OPTs were taken from Castner et al. [9, 8] and had pre-determined ground-truth anomaly
information from two dentists involved in the project. The ground truth data was used to calculate the anomaly de-
tection performance of the current participants. An anomaly was labeled as detected (true positive) if the participant
marked the respective area of a ground truth anomaly. False negatives and false positives were if the participant did
not mark a specific ground truth anomaly area or marked an area where no anomaly was present, respectively (see
Castner et al. [9] for further details on the detection performance protocol).

To create the areas of interest (AOIs), we chose gaze data from two experts from a previous data collection with
expert OPT inspection. Experts from this data collection had an average of 10 years of experience. Through similarity
clustering, two experts were found to have scanpaths highly similar to all other experts’ scanpath (see [10] for further
details); their data was chosen to develop the expert model. From their heatmap, areas with higher concentration of
gaze are segmented as illustrated in the right image in figure 1. We chose the scanpath of the more accurate (higher
detected anomalies) of the two experts to provide transitional behavior. We preferred a simplified version of the
transition, denoting the first glance into an AOI and not revisits, since it was determined that revisits would be too
hard to follow. An example of a simplified scanpath is also found in figure 1: The first blue AOI is looked at (1)
then transitions to four other AOIs were made before going back to the first AOI, we omit the revisit and set the next
transition to the yellow AOI (2). Without revisits, scanpaths ranged from 9 to 23 transitions, and with revisits, they
ranged from 88 to 175 transitions.

Software. We based the experiment software off the experiment designer and gaze-contingent feedback developed
in [38]. This software already has the usability for presenting image stimuli for either a set time or key-press interrupt.
We added an on-screen drawing tool, so we could gather the anomaly detection recall and precision of the non-experts.
We also added the ability to upload customized feedbacks with AOI positions as csv-files.

We incorporated the AOIs and the ability to recognize attention towards them; Our method is based on the subtle
gaze direction (SGD) method from [2]. We added a short delay of 5 seconds, before the first AOI pops up, so
participants could scan the image shortly.

AOIs for a certain feedback are placed into a queue. Upon an animation timer timeout, the current AOI is dequed
and painted over the stimulus. For this work, we set the timer to timeout every 3.8 seconds so participants would
not feel rushed, as they were non-experts. The AOI is initially illustrated as yellow (RGB : 252, 252, 103) with a
translucent radial gradient (left image in figure 2). We chose this color as we felt it would be salient against our
grayscale stimuli.

In order to avoid occlusion of important image features, we repaint the AOI area with a translucent yellow ring
(right image in figure 2), when our SGD implementation detects the gaze angle as going towards the AOI. Where the
angle, α, is calculated as follows:

α = cos−1


−→υ · −→t
|−→υ | · |−→t |

 , (1)

where −→υ indicates the vector from the previous gaze point to the current gaze point and −→t indicates the vector from
the previous gaze point to the target AOI. We calculate α five times using equation 1: with one −→t to center coordinates
of the AOI and then −→t for each of the corner coordinates of its bounding box. We calculate the previous gaze as the
average of the last two gaze coordinates stored in a buffer. We take the minimum of the five angles and subtract it from
360° if it is larger than 180°.
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fixated on; it does not account for errors in target interpretation [14]. Regarding interpretation, tasks involving domain
expertise can lead to recognition or decision errors (e.g. false negatives), where novices were more prone to these
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gaze are segmented as illustrated in the right image in figure 1. We chose the scanpath of the more accurate (higher
detected anomalies) of the two experts to provide transitional behavior. We preferred a simplified version of the
transition, denoting the first glance into an AOI and not revisits, since it was determined that revisits would be too
hard to follow. An example of a simplified scanpath is also found in figure 1: The first blue AOI is looked at (1)
then transitions to four other AOIs were made before going back to the first AOI, we omit the revisit and set the next
transition to the yellow AOI (2). Without revisits, scanpaths ranged from 9 to 23 transitions, and with revisits, they
ranged from 88 to 175 transitions.

Software. We based the experiment software off the experiment designer and gaze-contingent feedback developed
in [38]. This software already has the usability for presenting image stimuli for either a set time or key-press interrupt.
We added an on-screen drawing tool, so we could gather the anomaly detection recall and precision of the non-experts.
We also added the ability to upload customized feedbacks with AOI positions as csv-files.

We incorporated the AOIs and the ability to recognize attention towards them; Our method is based on the subtle
gaze direction (SGD) method from [2]. We added a short delay of 5 seconds, before the first AOI pops up, so
participants could scan the image shortly.

AOIs for a certain feedback are placed into a queue. Upon an animation timer timeout, the current AOI is dequed
and painted over the stimulus. For this work, we set the timer to timeout every 3.8 seconds so participants would
not feel rushed, as they were non-experts. The AOI is initially illustrated as yellow (RGB : 252, 252, 103) with a
translucent radial gradient (left image in figure 2). We chose this color as we felt it would be salient against our
grayscale stimuli.

In order to avoid occlusion of important image features, we repaint the AOI area with a translucent yellow ring
(right image in figure 2), when our SGD implementation detects the gaze angle as going towards the AOI. Where the
angle, α, is calculated as follows:

α = cos−1


−→υ · −→t
|−→υ | · |−→t |

 , (1)

where −→υ indicates the vector from the previous gaze point to the current gaze point and −→t indicates the vector from
the previous gaze point to the target AOI. We calculate α five times using equation 1: with one −→t to center coordinates
of the AOI and then −→t for each of the corner coordinates of its bounding box. We calculate the previous gaze as the
average of the last two gaze coordinates stored in a buffer. We take the minimum of the five angles and subtract it from
360° if it is larger than 180°.
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Then, if α is between 0 and 10°, the AOI updates from the circle to the ring. This threshold was used in [2], and
was determined stable when testing our implementation. For gaze input, we used the SMI RED250 remote eye tracker
running at 60Hz.

4. Results
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Fig. 3: Performance as measured by the F1 Score (a) overall images (b) comparing the intervention of expert gaze feedback against no feedback,
and (c) the gaze behavior with respect to feedback or no feedback. Means (circles) and standard errors (tails) are plotted for all figures.

Performance and Gaze. We calculated the sensitivity and precision of the participants over all images, then calculated
the harmonic mean (F1 score) between the metrics. Sensitivity is the true positive rate (TPR), precision is the positive
predictive value (PPV). The F1 score is 2 · (PPV · T PR/PPV + T PR). One participant’s performance was omitted
upon learning that they did not understand the instructions given at the beginning. As was expected with non experts,
performance in OPT anomaly detection was relatively low: The average F1 score overall was M = 28.42%, SD =
8.45. The distribution is shown in figure 3a.

To see if there were any effects of the expert gaze feedback intervention, we ran a repeated measures t-test on both
the performance and the gaze behavior for “feedback” versus “no feedback” conditions. No major effect was found for
the intervention on performance (t(26) = −2.021, p = 0.054), with the performance with the feedback was slightly
better (M = 30.80%, SD = 8.23) than without the feedback (M = 26.85%, SD = 10.97.). Figure 3b shows the
performance with respect to the intervention.

However, the intervention had a stronger effect on the gaze behavior. Average fixation durations were higher for
the feedback condition (M = 443.03, SD = 78.76) compared to the no feedback condition (M = 400.96ms, SD =
60.29, t(26) = −4.704, p < 0.0001). Additionally, the average fixation count for the feedback condition was lower
(M = 173.0, SD = 24.15) than the no feedback condition (M = 186.64, SD = 21.41, t(26) = 4.502, p = 0.00012).

Attention to AOIs. To assess whether the intervention successfully guided the gaze behavior, we looked at subjects’
gaze behavior in relation to the AOIs as shown in figure 4. We ran repeated measures t-test for AOI glances and
transition similarity.

We looked at the effect of the intervention on the AOI glances. We measure AOI glances as the proportion
of a glance on an AOI in relation to the total AOIs from the expert model. We found that with the feedback,
subjects had significantly higher proportion of glances (M = 0.8359, SD = 0.0935) than without the feedback
(M = 0.7060, SD = 0.0863, t(26) = −8.165, p < 0.0001).

We looked at the effect of the intervention on the similarity of subject’s AOI transitions to the expert’s transition.
Similarity was calculated with the levenshtein distance [24] for subjects’ scanpaths compared to the expert’s scanpath
and normalized to the length of the longest scanpath. We found that with the feedback, subjects had significantly
more similarity to the expert (M = 0.7203, SD = 0.072) than without the feedback (M = 0.7937, SD = 0.0416,
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Fig. 4: Performance as measured by the F1 Score for each image with respect to intervention.

t(26) = 4.791, p < 0.0001). Figure 5 shows the transitional information for one image of subjects with (middle)
and without (right) the intervention compared to the expert’s gaze transitions relative to the AOIs (Left). Here, it is
evident that the similarity is of the subjects who received the gaze feedback is closer to the expert’s gaze behavior
than the subjects who received no feedback: Note the transitions to (lines originating) and from (lines landing) AOI 5
(burgundy).
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Fig. 5: Example of AOI transitions for one image. Where the left most diagram is the expert’s transitional information and the middle is the
transitional information of subjects who received the gaze intervention and the right most is the transitional information of subjects who received
no gaze intervention .

User response. Regarding usability, we asked subjects to fill out a short questionnaire about the task and the gaze
feedback. Average responses for the questions are plotted in figure 6. Overall, the subjects found the task difficult
and were not confident in their performance. This could be expected as the nature of anomalies in these images are
likely to be very subtle to the untrained eye. Moreover, they were overall positive regarding the intervention, finding
it beneficial and depending on it to complete the task. Some participants made informal comments to the researchers
that, after a few images with interventions, they started to recognize features (e.g. dark shadows in the gums), which
they felt could be indicative of something abnormal (peridontitis). They did however find the task a bit too long and
slightly rushed. These responses will be helpful for future testing and system development.
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Performance and Gaze. We calculated the sensitivity and precision of the participants over all images, then calculated
the harmonic mean (F1 score) between the metrics. Sensitivity is the true positive rate (TPR), precision is the positive
predictive value (PPV). The F1 score is 2 · (PPV · T PR/PPV + T PR). One participant’s performance was omitted
upon learning that they did not understand the instructions given at the beginning. As was expected with non experts,
performance in OPT anomaly detection was relatively low: The average F1 score overall was M = 28.42%, SD =
8.45. The distribution is shown in figure 3a.

To see if there were any effects of the expert gaze feedback intervention, we ran a repeated measures t-test on both
the performance and the gaze behavior for “feedback” versus “no feedback” conditions. No major effect was found for
the intervention on performance (t(26) = −2.021, p = 0.054), with the performance with the feedback was slightly
better (M = 30.80%, SD = 8.23) than without the feedback (M = 26.85%, SD = 10.97.). Figure 3b shows the
performance with respect to the intervention.

However, the intervention had a stronger effect on the gaze behavior. Average fixation durations were higher for
the feedback condition (M = 443.03, SD = 78.76) compared to the no feedback condition (M = 400.96ms, SD =
60.29, t(26) = −4.704, p < 0.0001). Additionally, the average fixation count for the feedback condition was lower
(M = 173.0, SD = 24.15) than the no feedback condition (M = 186.64, SD = 21.41, t(26) = 4.502, p = 0.00012).

Attention to AOIs. To assess whether the intervention successfully guided the gaze behavior, we looked at subjects’
gaze behavior in relation to the AOIs as shown in figure 4. We ran repeated measures t-test for AOI glances and
transition similarity.

We looked at the effect of the intervention on the AOI glances. We measure AOI glances as the proportion
of a glance on an AOI in relation to the total AOIs from the expert model. We found that with the feedback,
subjects had significantly higher proportion of glances (M = 0.8359, SD = 0.0935) than without the feedback
(M = 0.7060, SD = 0.0863, t(26) = −8.165, p < 0.0001).

We looked at the effect of the intervention on the similarity of subject’s AOI transitions to the expert’s transition.
Similarity was calculated with the levenshtein distance [24] for subjects’ scanpaths compared to the expert’s scanpath
and normalized to the length of the longest scanpath. We found that with the feedback, subjects had significantly
more similarity to the expert (M = 0.7203, SD = 0.072) than without the feedback (M = 0.7937, SD = 0.0416,
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t(26) = 4.791, p < 0.0001). Figure 5 shows the transitional information for one image of subjects with (middle)
and without (right) the intervention compared to the expert’s gaze transitions relative to the AOIs (Left). Here, it is
evident that the similarity is of the subjects who received the gaze feedback is closer to the expert’s gaze behavior
than the subjects who received no feedback: Note the transitions to (lines originating) and from (lines landing) AOI 5
(burgundy).
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Fig. 5: Example of AOI transitions for one image. Where the left most diagram is the expert’s transitional information and the middle is the
transitional information of subjects who received the gaze intervention and the right most is the transitional information of subjects who received
no gaze intervention .

User response. Regarding usability, we asked subjects to fill out a short questionnaire about the task and the gaze
feedback. Average responses for the questions are plotted in figure 6. Overall, the subjects found the task difficult
and were not confident in their performance. This could be expected as the nature of anomalies in these images are
likely to be very subtle to the untrained eye. Moreover, they were overall positive regarding the intervention, finding
it beneficial and depending on it to complete the task. Some participants made informal comments to the researchers
that, after a few images with interventions, they started to recognize features (e.g. dark shadows in the gums), which
they felt could be indicative of something abnormal (peridontitis). They did however find the task a bit too long and
slightly rushed. These responses will be helpful for future testing and system development.
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Fig. 6: Average responses for questionnaire regarding the task and the gaze intervention. The task was reported as difficult for the non-experts. They
did report that the feedback was helpful and they used it.

5. Discussion

Overall, there were significant differences in the gaze behavior. When presented with the expert gaze model, partic-
ipants exhibited fewer fixations, but longer fixation durations. This behavior could be indicative of more information
processing and associated with novices [20, 32, 33, 27]. Additionally, the gaze model elicited a higher proportion of
AOI glances. Therefore, there was more attention to relevant-areas of the image. However, subjects did not detect
anomalies in dental radiographs with high accuracy. The expert gaze model intervention did not significantly improve
performance compared to no intervention at all. One reason for this finding could be the low sample size. Additionally,
this low sample size could explain the high variance in the gaze behavior for both the intervention and no intervention
condition. Further research with an appropriate sample size to observe a significant difference is necessary.

Moreover, participants reported feeling more confident with the gaze intervention and relied on it to complete the
task. They successfully followed the expert gaze model and were more similar to the expert’s AOI transitional behav-
ior. Although, they lacked the conceptual knowledge that facilitates the proper interpretation of the relevant features.
Previous research has also indicated that search pattern training draws attention to relevant areas, but did not affect
performance [33, 19, 23]. Waite et al. [48] highlights the reciprocity of perception and cognition in diagnostic per-
formance: For instance, initial feature localization, then conceptual knowledge facilities the decision that this feature
needs further inspection (e.g. difference in contrast, and area prone to anomalies, etc.) and whether it is recognized as
a specific pathology or could be ruled out.

It should be noted that dental radiographs, as with all medical images, are highly complex in nature and require
some form of conceptual knowledge to interpret reliably. Presenting only ten OPTs may not have been enough for a
significant training effect. Considering the low number of OPTs, the naive participants seemed to recognize features
the intervention highlights in later images as they reported. To get improved performance in naive observers, [11] used
around 800 images to improve hip fracture detection. Further research is needed that addresses the optimal amount of
images needed to improve interpretation, without inducing fatigue while still providing ample time to interact with the
gaze model. In our study, we were limited to investigating short term effects of training naive participants. A longitu-
dinal study regarding the gaze-aware feedback system on naive subjects’ or novices’ learning overtime would be an
interesting aspect for further research. Furthermore, the notion of implicit feature learning is also interesting for future
work. Beesley and colleagues [4] found gaze contingency aided in implicit rule learning. Staggering training sets of
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certain types of anomalies and expert gaze behavior related to them may improve detecting the features indicative of
these anomalies.

Moreover, we show a potentially effective learning intervention for either novices or more advanced dentists. Stu-
dents undergo intense studying and exposure to get to the level of professional expertise that makes them successful
later in their careers. More effective learning interventions can smooth the transition of students to residency and
professional environments by minimizing the knowledge gap between each stage. With better preparation, less pro-
fessional resources need to be expended on supervising incoming residents and early professionals. Even then, expert
is never a final state, but should always be open for further learning and improving. Generally, it has been found that
experts and more advanced trainees benefit highly from gaze interventions [19, 21]. Our implementation of the SGD
with expert AOIs could also potentially be catered to advanced learners, in hopes to further fine-tune established skills.

6. Conclusion

We employ subtle gaze direction to present expert attention while examining panoramic dental radiographs. Our
method does not occlude relevant areas in the foveal vison, as it recognizes when attention is directed towards the
area. We could successfully guide the gaze to relevant image features and promoted further inspection. Our findings
with naive participants showed that the gaze feedback could not develop successful dental radiograph diagnosis, but
elicited gaze transitions similar to the expert model. They also felt more confident and that the framework helped them
properly inspect radiographs. This aspect suggests further research to promote SGD as a suitable way to illustrate
expert gaze behavior in learning interventions with students or advanced trainees.
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processing and associated with novices [20, 32, 33, 27]. Additionally, the gaze model elicited a higher proportion of
AOI glances. Therefore, there was more attention to relevant-areas of the image. However, subjects did not detect
anomalies in dental radiographs with high accuracy. The expert gaze model intervention did not significantly improve
performance compared to no intervention at all. One reason for this finding could be the low sample size. Additionally,
this low sample size could explain the high variance in the gaze behavior for both the intervention and no intervention
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formance: For instance, initial feature localization, then conceptual knowledge facilities the decision that this feature
needs further inspection (e.g. difference in contrast, and area prone to anomalies, etc.) and whether it is recognized as
a specific pathology or could be ruled out.

It should be noted that dental radiographs, as with all medical images, are highly complex in nature and require
some form of conceptual knowledge to interpret reliably. Presenting only ten OPTs may not have been enough for a
significant training effect. Considering the low number of OPTs, the naive participants seemed to recognize features
the intervention highlights in later images as they reported. To get improved performance in naive observers, [11] used
around 800 images to improve hip fracture detection. Further research is needed that addresses the optimal amount of
images needed to improve interpretation, without inducing fatigue while still providing ample time to interact with the
gaze model. In our study, we were limited to investigating short term effects of training naive participants. A longitu-
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with expert AOIs could also potentially be catered to advanced learners, in hopes to further fine-tune established skills.
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We employ subtle gaze direction to present expert attention while examining panoramic dental radiographs. Our
method does not occlude relevant areas in the foveal vison, as it recognizes when attention is directed towards the
area. We could successfully guide the gaze to relevant image features and promoted further inspection. Our findings
with naive participants showed that the gaze feedback could not develop successful dental radiograph diagnosis, but
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